
QUASILINEAR HYPERBOLIC{PARABOLIC EQUATIONSOF ONE{DIMENSIONAL VISCOELASTICITYSTUART S. ANTMAN and THOMAS I. SEIDMANDepartment of Mathematics andInstitute for Physical Science and TechnologyUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD 20742andDepartment of Mathematics and StatisticsUniversity of Maryland Baltimore CountyBaltimore, MD 21228This paper is dedicated to Jack Hale on the occasion of his sixty-�fth birthdayAbstract. We study the global existence of solutions of initial-boundary-valueproblems for a quasilinear hyperbolic-parabolic equation describing the longitudinalmotion of a one-dimensional viscoelastic rod. We treat a variety of nonhomogeneousboundary conditions, requiring separate analyses, because they lead to distinctivephysical e�ects. We employ a constitutive equation giving the stress as a generalnonlinear function of the strain and the strain rate. All global analyses of thisand related problems, except that of Dafermos [13], have employed a stress that ismerely a�ne in the strain rate. Dafermos's assumptions are far more appropriate forshearing motions than for longitudinal motions. Our constitutive equation satis�esthe physically natural requirement that an in�nite amount of compressive stress isneeded to produce a total compression at any point of the rod. This requirement isthe source of a severe singularity in the governing partial di�erential equations, whichis particularly acute when time-dependent Dirichlet data are prescribed. The furthernovel, yet physically reasonable, restrictions we impose on the constitutive functionyield estimates that preclude a total compression anywhere at any �nite time. Theresulting estimates are crucial for the global existence theory we obtain.1. IntroductionIn this paper we study the global existence of solutions of initial-boundary-valueproblems for the following quasilinear hyperbolic-parabolic equation describing one-dimensional longitudinal motions of a class of viscoelastic bodies:(1.1) �(s)wtt = n(s;ws; wst)s + f(s; t):The unknown w(s; t) denotes the position at time t of the material point whosecoordinate in a natural reference state is s 2 [0; 1]. Thus ws(s; t) is the stretch at(s; t), i.e., the local ratio of deformed to reference length at (s; t). �(s) denotesthe prescribed mass density per unit reference length at s, n(s;ws(s; t); wst(s; t))1



2 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANdenotes the stress resultant (contact force) experienced by the material point s attime t, and f(s; t) denotes the prescribed body force per unit of reference length at(s; t).If the forces applied to the rod are well behaved, we would expect the stretch tobe everywhere positive, except possibly on a set of measure zero. We incorporatethis intuitive restriction into our analysis by requiring that n(x; y; z) ! �1 asy ! 0, which says that an in�nite amount of compressive force is needed to e�ecta total compression at any point of the body. This requirement causes (1.1) to besingular. To handle this singularity without compromising the generality inherent inthe nonlinear constitutive function n, we introduce a number of new restrictions onn, which enable us to obtain estimates ensuring that total compression cannot occurat any �nite time. These restrictions lie at the heart of our analysis: They mustbe both physically reasonable and mathematically useful. It is perhaps surprisingthat when (time-dependent) Dirichlet data are prescribed at each end of the rod,we require stronger constitutive restrictions and a more delicate analysis to obtainthe requisite bounds. The estimates we obtain support the global existence andregularity theory given in Sections 8 and 9. We may regard parts of our work asexploring the kinds of dissipative mechanisms that are strong enough to smoothout certain kinds of shocks associated with total compression.Under restrictions on the constitutive function n, di�erent from those we shallimpose and under di�erent interpretations of w, equation (1.1) can also model theone-dimensional motion of a compressible viscous gas and the shearing motion of aviscoelastic solid. (See Fig. 1.2.) Versions of this equation and relatives of it havebeen intensively studied over the past twenty years. To appreciate the mathematicalstatus of our work, we describe a few of the most pertinent analyses of special casesof (1.1).The analysis of (1.1) was initiated by Greenberg, MacCamy, and Mizel [21], whostudied functions n a�ne in their last arguments:(1.3) n(x; y; z) = f(y) +mzwherem is a positive constant. Major advances in the theory for this equation weremade by Andrews [2] and by Andrews and Ball [3].Kanel' [24] and MacCamy [31] independently developed the theory for problemsin which there is a positive number m such that(1.4) n(x; y; z) = f(y) + g(y)z with g �m:Andrews [1] (cf. [3]) developed a very simple device for proving that ws is every-where positive for solutions of (1.1) when (1.4) holds.The material (Lagrangian) formulation of the one-dimensional Navier-Stokesequations for compressible uids has the form (1.4), with g(y) = �(y)=y where� is the viscosity, allowed to depend on the speci�c volume y, which is the recip-rocal of the actual density. Now the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations foruids can be generalized by adopting a constitutive equation for non-Newtonianuids in place of those that are a�ne in the velocity gradient. It happens that thenaive replacement of the a�ne dependence on the velocity gradient with a nonlin-ear dependence yields a theory with properties that do not reect those of a single



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 3
Figure 1.2. Typical graphs of the elastic response y 7! n(x; y; 0) for(a) gas dynamics, in which n(x; y; 0) is the negative of the pressurecorresponding to the speci�c volume y, (b) shearing of a viscoelasticlayer, in which n(x; y; 0) is the shear stress corresponding to the shearstrain y, (c) longitudinal motion of a viscoelastic rod. We limit ourattention to (c). A detailed interpretation of the variables for this caseis given in Section 2. Note that in (a) and (c) the function n has theproperty that n(x; y; 0) & �1 as y & 0. Our analysis of problems forviscoelasticity di�ers from that for gas dynamics in that the dependenceof n on its last argument is a�ne for gas dynamics and is far moregeneral here.known real uid. Consequently generalizations of (1.4) in which n is allowed to benonlinear in z, which are the object of our study, are apparently irrelevant for thedynamics of viscous gases. On the other hand, the form of (1.4) is not ideally suitedfor solids. E.g., on physical grounds one might wish to postulate that ny be posi-tive everywhere, or at least that ny be positive in certain large regions. If, however,g is not constant, then there must regions of (y; z)-space where ny(x; y; z) is notpositive. In particular, if g(y) = 1=y or, more generally, if g is a strictly decreasingfunction of y, then for any y > 0, there is a positive z such that ny(x; y; z) < 0, aresult that is counter to our intuition.Dafermos [13] studied the fully nonlinear problem (1.1) for functions (y; z) 7!n(y; z) having the property that there are positive numbers m and M such that(1.5a,b) nz �m; (ny)2 �Mnzfor all z and for all y > 0. The assumption (1.5b) is perfectly suitable for thedescription of shearing motions of solids, but, as is demonstrated in [6], it is incom-patible with physically natural restrictions on the longitudinal motions of solidsthat require that an in�nite compressive force accompany a total compression, amild version of which is(1.6) n(x; y; 0) & �1 as y & 0:(Re�nements of such conditions form much of the content of Section 3.)



4 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANWhile equations modelled on (1.4) are reasonable for problems describing one-dimensional motions of compressible Navier-Stokes uids, there seems to be nophysical reason to restrict the description of solids to (1.4). Thus it is desirableto generalize (1.4), but in doing so we cannot use (1.5) for longitudinal motions.Since the analyses of [1,2,3], [13], [21], [24], [31], depend crucially on the speci�cforms of (1.3){(1.5), we must construct e�ective alternatives to the procedures ofthese papers. (In particular the clever change of variables introduced in [2] is notavailable to us.)The objective of our paper is thus to replace (1.4) and (1.5) with a general classof constitutive laws appropriate for the longitudinal response of viscoelastic rods, toshow that in this setting we can obtain a suitable a priori lower bound for ws, andto use this bound to obtain a global existence and regularity theory. (This boundhas a central role in constructing replacements for the estimates that are lost bysuspending (1.4) and (1.5).) The class of materials we use was suggested by thestudy [4] of a discrete problem, but our analysis here is of course technically muchmore challenging than that. Our most primitive hypothesis allows us to exploit thefundamental idea of [1] in far more general circumstances. (We replace Andrews'equality (1.4), which he requires to hold everywhere, with an inequality (3.7) thatholds only on part of the domain of n.) Our more re�ned hypotheses, needed toaccount for Dirichlet data at each end of the rod, bear no resemblance to Andrews'.There has been an extensive body of work on equations with n of the form (1.3) or (1.4), amongwhich are [8], [14], [15], [18], [20], [22], [25], [26], [27], [36], [42], [43], and [47]. For studies ofanalogous equations in more independent spatial dimensions see [12], [16], [17], [32], [33], [38],and [48]. Several of these papers are devoted to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Ourlisting of references is meant merely to be representative of an extensive literature. See [45] for atreatment of special n's nonlinear in z and see [11] for a study of the motions of a more generalsystem near equilibrium states. Finally, there is a rich literature on n's depending on the pasthistory of ws, for which [37] should be consulted. We are not concerned here with problems inwhich such memory e�ects occur.We formulate our initial-boundary-value problem in Section 2. In Section 3 wegive a comprehensive discussion of the various constitutive assumptions that weemploy in the rest of the paper. In Section 4 we study energy estimates useful forthe subsequent analysis. Here we �rst encounter the di�culties that are causedby time-dependent Dirichlet conditions: Conditions like (1.6) make it very di�cultto get standard estimates of boundary integrals (corresponding to the power ofthe boundary forces), which in virtually all previous work is zero because of zeroboundary data. To compensate for these di�culties, we invoke a more re�ned setof constitutive restrictions, which are needed to support the more intricate analysisof Section 6. In Section 4 we incidentally give conditions on the elastic responsethat ensure that a total compression can occur only on a set of spatial measure 0for each �xed time.The heart of our paper is in Sections 5{7, where we prove that our new conditionson the viscoelastic response give a positive pointwise lower bound for ws. Thisbound supports the existence theory of Sections 8 and 9. In Section 5 we treat thesimplest problems (in which there is at least one Neumann boundary condition)under the strongest constitutive assumption, Hypothesis 3.7. The analysis of thissection and all that precedes it is completely elementary. The easiest way to getthe gist of this paper is thus to read Section 3 only through the discussion of



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 5Hypothesis 3.7, and then to proceed on to Sections 4 and 5. At this stage, thereader can continue with the remaining sections, referring back to Section 3 fordiscussions of the constitutive hypotheses used there.In Section 6 an analysis of a system of di�erential inequalities yields a lowerbound for the strain for the di�cult problem with Dirichlet conditions at each end.This analysis relies on further constitutive hypotheses. In Section 7, we use a sort ofphase-plane analysis to show how to get the requisite lower bound when we sacri�cethe analytic virtues of Hypothesis 3.7 for the weaker and physically more naturalHypothesis 3.9. The existence and regularity theory of Sections 8 and 9, relyingon these bounds, is based on the Galerkin method. In Section 10 we show thatconditions comparable to those used in Section 3 ensure that total compressioncannot occur for the hyperbolic equations of nonlinear elasticity.In the course of our study we give a detailed treatment of distinct boundaryconditions, not only because they are physically important, but also because theylead to signi�cant di�erences in the behavior of solutions. On the other hand,we content ourselves with a reasonable set of regularity assumptions on the data,su�cient to produce solutions with regularity adequate to our needs; we make noe�ort to produce a scale of the sharpest results.Notation. We let m andM denote typical positive constants that are supplied asdata or that can be estimated in terms of data. Their meanings typically changewith each appearance (even in the same equation or inequality. M may be regardedas increasing and m as decreasing with each appearance). Similarly c(T ) and C(T )denote typical positive constants depending on the time parameter T . Tacit in aninequality of the form kuk �M is an assertion that there exists a positive numberM such that this estimate holds.We only use real function spaces. For each nonnegative integer k, Ck[0; T ] de-notes the space of functions that are k times continuously di�erentiable on theinterval [0; T ], Ck;�[0; T ] denotes the space of functions whose kth derivatives areH�older continuous with exponent � 2 (0; 1] on the interval [0; T ], Hk(0; 1) denotesthe Sobolev space of functions de�ned on the interval (0; 1) whose distributionalderivatives of order k are square integrable, H0(0; 1) = L2(0; 1), and L1(0; T )denotes the space of essentially bounded functions on [0; T ].2. Formulation of the Initial-Boundary-Value ProblemLet a viscoelastic rod have a straight unstressed reference con�guration, with itsaxis lying along the segment (0,1) of the real line. A typical material point of thisaxis (or, equivalently, a typical material cross-section of the rod) is labelled by itsdistance s from the origin in this reference con�guration. We study longitudinalmotions of this rod, in which the axis remains straight. Let w(s; t) denote thedistance from the origin of the material point s at time t. We shall seek solutionsof the governing equations that never su�er a total compression, i.e., solutions forwhich the stretch is everywhere positive:(2.1) ws(s; t) > 0 8 s 2 [0; 1]; t � 0:(The same restriction holds in gas dynamics with ws playing the role of speci�cvolume.) Under suitable constitutive restrictions, we shall show that if ws(s; 0) > 0for all s 2 [0; 1], then (2.1) holds.



6 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANLet �(s) be the given mass density per unit reference length of the rod at s inthe reference con�guration. We assume that it is bounded above and that it has apositive lower bound on [0; 1]. Let n̂(s; t) be the contact force at s 2 (0; 1) at timet exerted by the material of (s; 1] on the material of [0; s]. Let f(s; t) be the bodyforce per unit reference length. Then the classical form of the equation of motionis(2.2) �wtt = n̂s + f:We assume that there is a continuously di�erentiable constitutive function(2.3a) [0; 1]� (0;1) �R 3 (x; y; z) 7! n(x; y; z) := �y(x; y) + �(x; y; z) 2 Rwith(2.3b,c,d) �y(x; y) := n(x; y; 0); �(x; y; 0) = 0; n(x; 1; 0) = �y(x; 1) = 0such that(2.3e) n̂(s; t) = n(s;ws(s; t); wst(s; t)):Condition (2.3d) merely says that there is no contact force in the reference con-�guration, in which the rod is unstretched and at rest, i.e., so that the referencecon�guration is natural. � is the stored-energy function for the elastic response.The constitutive equation (2.3) de�nes a class of nonlinearly viscoelastic ma-terials without memory. The substitution of (2.3) into (2.2) produces our partialdi�erential equation (1.1).It is convenient to recast (1.1) as a system. We set(2.4) u = ws; v = wtso that (1.1) is equivalent to ut = vs;(2.5) �vt = n(s; u; vs)s + f:(2.6)We assume that each end of the rod either has a prescribed motion or else issubjected to a prescribed force, so that there are functions v0; v1; n0; n1 for whicheither v(0; t) = v0(t) or n(0; u(0; t); vs(0; t))= n0(t);(2.7a,b) either v(1; t) = v1(t) or n(1; u(1; t); vs(1; t))= n1(t):(2.7c,d)Thus at s = 0 and at s = 1 one factor of the power n̂v is prescribed, and the otheris unknown. Virtually all previous work on related equations takes the prescribedfactors to be zero. We shall devote considerable e�ort to estimating terms contain-ing this nonzero power, because it is a source of interesting physical consequences.



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 7For the energy estimates of Section 4, we tacitly use the assumption that the twofunctions prescribed in (2.7) satisfy the appropriate conditions from(2.8a) v0; v1 2 H1loc(0;1); n0; n1 2 L2loc(0;1):In Section 8 we impose the stronger restrictions(2.8b) v0; v1 2 H2loc(0;1); n0; n1 2 H1loc(0;1):Our initial conditions are(2.9a,b) u(s; 0) = �u(s); v(s; 0) = �v(s) 8s 2 [0; 1]where �u 2 H1(0; 1) and �v 2 H2(0; 1) are prescribed functions. We assume that thefollowing zeroth{order compatibility conditions hold:(2.10) v0(0) = �v(0) if (2.7a) is prescribed,v1(0) = �v(1) if (2.7c) is prescribed,These limiting values are assumed in the sense of trace.The classical form of our initial-boundary value problem is (2.5), (2.6), (2.7),(2.9). We refer to this problem as Problem DD when (2.7a,c) hold, as ProblemND when (2.7a,d) or (2.7b,c) hold, and as Problem NN when (2.7b,d) hold. Ddesignates Dirichlet and N, Neumann.3. Constitutive AssumptionsIn this section we assemble all the constitutive restrictions we use. The novelfeatures of our analysis depend crucially upon Hypotheses 3.7, 3.9, 3.17, 3.18. Theremaining hypotheses are either standard or technical. The consequences of Hy-pothesis 3.7, presented in Section 5, are particularly simple; they illustrate thefundamental ideas of our approach.General Restrictions. We assume that an increase in the contact force mustaccompany an increase in the rate of stretch vs = wst by requiring that there be apositive number m such that(3.1) nz � �z �m:This condition, which is the same as (1.5a) and which generalizes (1.3) and (1.4),ensures that the mechanical process described by (1.1) is dissipative in a uniformway and that for a given function u, equation (2.6) is parabolic. (The form of (2.5),(2.6) thus indicates why it is called a hyperbolic-parabolic system.)We require that in statics an in�nite compressive force accompany a total com-pression:(3.2) �y(x; y) := n(x; y; 0) ! �1 as y ! 0:



8 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANWe complement (3.2) with the requirement that in statics an in�nite tensile forceaccompany an in�nite stretch(3.3) �y(x; y) := n(x; y; 0) !1 as y !1:It would also not be unreasonable to require that an increase in the stretch u = wsproduce an increase in n, so that ny > 0. This restriction, however, is incompatiblewith models for phase changes studied by [3], [13], and [36]. Rather than enforcethis restriction, we adopt the policy that the totality of constitutive restrictions weactually employ should not prohibit it. For simplicity of exposition we do adopt amuch weaker restriction: There are numbers y� and y� with 0 < y�; y� <1 suchthat(3.4) �yy(x; y) := ny(x; y; 0) > 0 for y 2 (0; y�) [ (y�;1):The restrictions (3.1){(3.4) we have imposed on n are tacitly assumed to holdthroughout our analysis. We now describe further constitutive restrictions intro-duced as formal hypotheses. These are not assumed to hold universally, but arethe objects of our study.Constitutive hypotheses relating to total compression. We could strength-en (3.2) by requiring3.5. Hypothesis.(3.5) n(x; y; z) ! �1 as y ! 0 8 z:Although we do not need this condition for much of our analysis, we shall excludeconstitutive restrictions that are incompatible with it.Another kind of strengthening of (3.2) is3.6. Hypothesis.(3.6) �(x; y) !1 as y ! 0:We investigate the consequences of (3.6) in Section 4.We impose a further restriction, inspired partly by (1.4) and by [1], that saysthat viscous e�ects become more pronounced as the stretch ws becomes small:3.7. Hypothesis. There are numbers y� 2 (0; 1), M � 0, and A � 0, and there isa continuously di�erentiable function  on (0; y�) with(3.7a)  (y) !1 as y ! 0;  � 0such that(3.7b) n(x; y; z) � � 0(y)z +M (y) +Awhen(3.7c) y � y�; z 2 R:



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 9This hypothesis generalizes that of [4] by allowing the presence of the term with M on theright-hand side of (3.7b); it is more restrictive than that of [4] in that here (3.7b) must holdfor all z. Consequently this hypothesis prohibits a superlinear dependence of n on z for large z.Since � 0 is positive, (3.7b) is mild for z positive and bounded. Note that there is no loss ofgenerality in taking A = 0 when M > 0, because we can always take  to have a positive lowerbound. It is nevertheless convenient to retain A. Replacing M (y) in (3.7b) withM (y)p wherep > 1 does not prove useful. Since �y(y) < 0 for y < y�, condition (3.7b) is much milder thanthat obtained by replacing n with �. (Kanel' [24], MacCamy [31], and Andrews [2] each take�(y; z) = � 0(y)z for all y.)The hypotheses presented so far su�ce for the analysis of Sections 4 and 5.We can relax the restrictiveness inherent in (3.7c) by replacing Hypothesis 3.7with Hypothesis 3.9. To appreciate the geometrical signi�cance of our assumptions,see Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8. Geometry of Hypothesis 3.9. Here x is �xed. The curvesn(x; y; z) = const are asymptotic to the z-axis as y & 0 if (3.5) holds.The shaded region is that de�ned by (3.11c).3.9. Hypothesis. There is a positive number y� smaller than infxfy : n(x; y; 1) =0g, there is a number n� > maxx n(x; y�; 1), there is a positive number A+ , andthere is a continuously di�erentiable, strictly decreasing, convex, positive function + on (0; y�) with(3.10a)  +(y) !1 as y ! 0;such that(3.10b) n(x; y; z) � �y(x; y) �  0+(y)z �A+ ; i.e., �(x; y; z) � � 0+(y)z �A+ ;for(3.10c) y � y�, 1 � z, n(x; y; z) � n�:Inequality (3.7b) holds when y � y� and z � 1.



10 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANMoreover, there is a number n�� < n� with the property that z � 1 ifn(x; y; z) =n�� and y � y�, there is a number A� � A+ , and there is a continuously di�eren-tiable, strictly decreasing, convex, positive function  � on (0; y�) with(3.11a)  �(y) !1 as y ! 0such that(3.11b) n(x; y; z) � �y(x; y) �  0�(y)z �A�for(3.11c) y � y�, 1 � z, n�� � n(x; y; z) � n�:Note that if this hypothesis holds, then it continues to hold if we replace y� by anysmaller positive number. Hence there is no loss of generality in assuming that n��has the indicated property. Note that (3.10b) ensures that (3.7b) withM = 0 holdsfor (3.10c). We need the sharper form of (3.10b) to ensure that the contact forcesoppose total compression, because � 0(y)z is positive for z > 0. This fact makesthe requirements that A� > 0 be reasonable. Our mathematical analysis would bequite easy if we were to assume in place of (3.11) that n(x; y; z) � � 0�(y)z �A� ,but this assumption would prevent (3.5) from holding. Condition (3.11) allows boththis property and in�nite viscosity provided that �y dominates  0� for small y.Condition (3.1) and the fact that �y < 0 for y < y� imply that n(x; y; z) � �y(x; y)z +mz fory � y�, z � 1. Although �y(x; y)z has the same form as � 0(y)z, it has the opposite sign, so thatthis inequality, which does not account for in�nite viscosity, is not sharp enough for our needs.If we assume that (3.5) holds, then the curves n(x; y; z) = const are asymptoticto the z-axis as y & 0 because of (3.1). Thus the replacement of (3.7c) with (3.10c)allows n to be superlinear in z for large z. We can of course replace the restrictionin (3.11c) that z � 1 with the restriction that z have any positive lower bound.We can, however, retain the threshold z = 1 without loss of generality by simplyrescaling variables.Re�ned hypotheses for Problem DD. In our treatment of Problem DD inSection 6, we �nd it necessary to impose some further technical conditions. Inparticular, we shall sometimes be able to estimate integrals of the stress-powervs�(�; u; vs) and shall need to estimate integrals of j�(�; u; vs)j. For this purpose itis tempting to assume that there are numbersM > 0 and � 2 (0; 1) such that(3.12) j�(x; y; z)j �Mf[z�(x; y; z)]� + 1g;If the e�ects associated with the behavior of � for y small were ignored, thenthis condition would be tantamount to assuming that � have a polynomial rate ofgrowth in z. Unfortunately the singular dependence of � on y implies that (3.12)is incompatible with Hypothesis 3.7, as we show at the end of this section. Weaccordingly require a suitable replacement for (3.12).



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 11Now clearly (3.1) and (2.3c) imply thatj�(x; y; z)j � "z�(x; y; z) for jzj � 1=";(3.13) �(x; y;�1" ) � �(x; y; z) � �(x; y; 1" ) for z 2 ��1" ; 1"� ;(3.14)so we need a useful bound only for j�(x; y;�1=")j. Since �(x; y;�1=") is boundedwhen y lies in a compact subset of (0;1) we need only bound this function for yvery small and very large.We now give an intuitive motivation for the bound we adopt for y small. Wemay assume that  0(y) typi�es the viscosity of �z(x; y;�1=") for y small. Thuswe might assume that j�(x; y; z)j � j 0(y)jjzj for jzj < 1=" as y ! 0. Here \�"denotes asymptotic equivalence as y ! 0. Thus j�j � pj 0jpz� for jzj < 1="as y ! 0. Now if there is a positive number � such that  (y) � My��, then 0(y) � �M (y)(�+1)=�, and(3.15) j�j �M j j(�+1)=2�pz� for jzj < 1=" as y ! 0:Note that � � �+12� > 12 . We shall want � < 1, which would correspond to � > 1.This says that the e�ect of compression on the dissipation should be reasonablystrong. We can carry out an analogous development for y large, in which we assumethat  (y) �My� for � > 0; we obtain(3.16) j�j �M j j(��1)=2�pz� for jzj < 1=" as y !1:We now generalize these considerations with3.17. Hypothesis. For each " > 0 there are numbers M > 0, � 2 (0; 1), and� 2 (0; 1) such that(3.17)j�(x; y; z)j �M �j (y)j�[z�(x; y; z)]� + 1	 for jzj < 1="; y 2 (0; y�)[ (y�;1):The next condition says that the dissipative behavior, as embodied in the prop-erties of  , must compensate to some extent for the fact that �y grows at a ratefaster than � for y small.3.18. Hypothesis. There are constants M > 0, � 2 (0; 1],  2 (0; 1] such that(3.18) j�y(x; y)j �M �1 + �(x; y)�� [1 + �(y) ]where � =  if Hypothesis 3.7 holds and where � = maxf ; +g if Hypothesis 3.9holds.Constitutive hypotheses relating to large extension. The analog of Hypoth-esis 3.7 when y is large is:3.19. Hypothesis. There are numbers y� > 1, M � 0, and A � 0, and there is acontinuously di�erentiable function  on (y�;1) with(3.19a)  (y) !1 as y !1



12 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANsuch that(3.19b) n(x; y; z) �  0(y)z �M (y) �A for y � y� for all z:Note that  0(y) can be a decreasing function, e.g., a multiple of 1=y, so that theviscosity can weaken in large tension.We extend  as a continuously di�erentiable function to all (0;1). We assumethat it is nonnegative. We can likewise readily construct the analog of Hypothesis3.9, but do not pause to do so.An alternative to Hypothesis 3.19 is a restricted version of Dafermos's assump-tion (1.5b), which lacks the disadvantages of (1.5b) described above:3.20. Hypothesis. There are numbers y� > 1 and M > 0 such that(3.20) ny(x; y; z)2 �Mnz(x; y; z) when y > y�:Constitutive hypotheses relating to moderate extensions. Hypothesis 3.20can sometimes be used in place of Hypothesis 3.19 to get an upper bound on u.When we can get such an upper bound directly without recourse to Hypothesis 3.20(and when we have a lower bound on u as a consequence of hypotheses like 3.7),we can take advantage of Dafermos's hypothesis (1.5b) in our estimates of Section8 under circumstances that cannot be disquali�ed as unphysical, simply by usingthe following very mild version of Hypothesis 3.20:3.21. Hypothesis. There is an increasing continuous function � from [1;1) toR such that(3.21) ny(x; y; z)2 � �(M)nz(x; y; z) when M�1 � y �M:For the a priori estimates of Section 8, which support our existence theory, weneed a technical constitutive assumption, reminiscent of those imposed by [28, Eq.(V.6.9)] and [23, Eq. (1.6.4)]:3.22. Hypothesis. There are increasing continuous functions � from [1;1) to Rand p from [1;1) to [0; 2) such that such that(3.22) jnx(x; y; z)j � �(M) h1 + jzjp(M)i when M�1 � y �M:This condition is trivially satis�ed in the important special case in which the rodis uniform, so that the constitutive function n is independent of x.Consistency of the hypotheses. An example. It is an easy matter to demonstrate that allour constitutive restrictions are compatible by producing a class of examples that satis�es them.We accordingly consider constitutive functions of the form(3.23) �(y) = A1y�a1 � A2y1=(1+a2) + A3 +Byb+1; (y) =  + (y) = Cy�c +Dyd+1 ; � (y) = Hy�h + Jyj ;�(y; z) = (E + Fy�f +Gyg)8><>: zk for z � 1;p(z) for jzj � 1;�jzjl for z � �1:



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 13Here the lower-case symbols a1; : : : ; l represent positive real numbers and the upper-case symbolsA1; : : : ; J represent nonnegative real numbers. The function p is a polynomial satisfying p(0) = 0,p(�1) = �1, p0(1) = k, p0(�1) = l, p0(z) > 0 for jzj � 1. We readily note that (3.1) is satis�edif k � 1, l � 1 and if either E > 0 or F > 0 and G > 0, that (3.2) is satis�ed if A1 + A2 > 0,that (3.3) is satis�ed if B > 0, that (3.4) is satis�ed everywhere if A1 +A2 +B > 0, that (3.6) issatis�ed if A1 > 0, and that (3.7a) is satis�ed if C > 0. Conditions (3.7b,c) are satis�ed if(3.24) A1 +A2 > 0; k � 1; l � 1; F = cC; f = c + 1provided y� is taken su�ciently small. Note that the conditions prescribed in (3.23) are su�cient,not necessary. The restrictiveness of the condition that k � 1 is the basic motivation for introduc-ing Hypothesis 3.9. The virtue of Hypothesis 3.9 is that the third inequality of (3.10c) reducesthe proof of (3.10b) when (3.23) holds to showing that(3.25) �y + n� � [cCy�c�1 + (d + 1)Dyd ]z �A+for z � 1. Inequality (3.24) is satis�ed if A1 > 0 and a1 < c or if A1 = 0. The remaininghypotheses are easily treated. E.g., (3.17) holds for y small if f < c�+ f�, and (3.18) holds for ysmall if a1 + 1 < a1� + c and A1 > 0 or if 1 � (1 + a2)�1 < c, A1 = 0, A2 > 0. A consistentset of inequalities is easily chosen from the full list we have just developed.Discussion of (3.12). We now show that the imposition of (3.12) would be incompatible with(3.7). It follows from (2.3b) and (3.1) that �(y; z)z > 0 for z 6= 0. Then (3.12) and Young'sinequality imply that(3.25) j�j �M(��j�j�jzj���� + 1)�M " (��j�j�)1=�1=� + (jzj����)1=(1��)1=(1 � �) + 1#=M(��j�j + (1 � �)�� �1�� jzj �1�� + 1)for any � > 0. By choosing � = 1=2M� we obtain(3.26) j�j �M(jzj� + 1) with � = �1 � �for all z and y as above, with a suitableM that does not depend on y or z. Now (3.7b) with z < 0implies that(3.27)  0(y)z �M � � + a =M + j�j + a �M +M(jzj� + 1);and thus(3.28)  0(y) � �M z �M �jzj��1 + 1jzj� � �M �jzj��1 + 1jzj�for all negative z and all small y. Since the right-hand side of (3.28) does not depend on y, itfollows that that  (0) must be �nite, contradicting (3.7a). This argument is due to Hans Engler.4. Energy EstimatesIn this section we obtain energy estimates (i) that are essential for the subsequentanalysis, (ii) that ensure that for Problems ND and NN, u(�; t) can vanish only ona set of measure zero when (3.6) holds, and (iii) illustrate the source of essentialdi�culties for Problem DD.Let Q(t) � [0; 1] � [0; t]. Throughout our development we use the inequality2jabj � "�1a2 + "b2 for " > 0 and the Cauchy-Bunyakovski��-Schwarz inequalitywithout comment. We �rst get some preliminary identities.



14 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANWe de�ne the kinetic energy K, the strain energy �, the total energy E, and thedissipative stress work W by(4.1)K(t) := 12 Z 10 �(s)v(s; t)2 ds; �(t) := Z 10 ��s; u(s; t)� ds; E(t) := K(t) + �(t);W (t) := Z t0 Z 10 ��s; u(s; � ); vs(s; � )�vs(s; � ) ds d�:Let us multiply (2.6) by v, integrate the resulting equation by parts over Q(t), anduse (2.3) to obtain the energy equation(4.2) E(t) +W (t) = E(0) + Z t0 Z 10 f(s; � )v(s; � ) ds d� + Z t0 n̂(s; � )v(s; � ) d� ����s=1s=0 :The focus of our attention is the last term in (4.2), which is the work of the forcesacting on the ends of the rod. (Most of the other authors who have treated similarproblems adopted boundary conditions that cause this work to be zero.) We alwaysassume that the total energy E(0) at time 0 is �nite. Of course, this assumptionalone does not ensure that the total energy remains �nite for all time.We now want a useful representation for the boundary values of n̂, appearingon the right-hand side of (4.2). Let us replace s in (2.6) with �. We multiply (2.6)by � and integrate the resulting equation with respect to � over [0; s]. Next, wemultiply (2.6) by � � 1 and integrate the resulting equation with respect to � over[s; 1]. We add the resulting equations to obtain(4.3) n̂(s; t) = Z 10 � (s; �)�(�)vt(�; t) d� + Z 10 n̂(�; t) d� � Z 10 � (s; �)f(�; t) d�where � (s; �) = � � for � < s;� � 1 for s < �:From (4.3) we readily obtain the equation of motion for the rod as a whole:(4.4) n̂(1; t) � n̂(0; t) = Z 10 �(s)vt(s; t) ds � Z 10 f(s; t) ds;which we could have obtained more directly by integrating (2.6) with respect to sfrom 0 to 1.Since the initial energy is �nite and since(4.5) �����ZQ(t) fv ds d� ����� � 12"min � ZQ(t) f2 ds d� + "2 ZQ(t) �v2 ds d�;we obtain from (4.2) that(4.6) E(t) +W (t) � C(t) + "Z t0 K(� ) d� + Z t0 n̂(s; � )v(s; � ) d� ����s=1s=0(where C(t) is the sum of E(0) and the �rst term on the right-hand side of (4.5)).We now use (4.3) and the boundary conditions to estimate (4.6).



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 154.7. Proposition. For Problem NN, for Problem ND, and for Problem DD withv1 = v0, the left-hand side of (4.2) is dominated by C(t). Consequently, in each ofthese cases, if � satis�es (3.6), then u(�; t) > 0 a.e.Proof for Problem NN. Let � be the total mass of the rod and let V (t) be thevelocity of the mass center of the rod:(4.8a,b) � := Z 10 �(s) ds; �V (t) := Z 10 �(s)v(s; t) ds:Then (4.4) and (4.8a) imply that(4.9) jV (t)j � C(t):We need estimates of v(0; t) and v(1; t). Since for each t, v(s; t)�V (t) must vanishat some point s�(t) 2 [0; 1], it follows that(4.10) jv(s; t) � V (t)j � �����Z ss�(t) vs(�; t) d������ � Z 10 jvs(s; t)j ds:From (3.1) we obtain(4.11) �(x; y; z)z � mz2;so that (4.10) yields(4.12)����Z t0 n1(� )v(1; � ) d� ���� � Z t0 (jn1(� )V (� )j + 12" jn1(� )j2 + "2 �Z 10 jvs(s; � )j ds�2) d�� C(t) + "2 Z t0 Z 10 vs(s; � )2 ds d� � C(t) + "2mW (t)for any " 2 (0; 1). We use (4.12) and the analogous inequality for s = 0 to boundthe last term of (4.6). By choosing " < m we obtain from (4.2) that(4.13) K(t) � C(t) +M Z t0 K(� ) d�:The Gronwall inequality then implies that K(t) � C(t), so that (4.2) is likewisebounded. �Proof for Problem ND. To be speci�c, suppose that (2.7a,d) hold. We must esti-mate v(1; t) and n̂(0; t). As in (4.10) we �nd that(4.14) jv(1; t)j � jv0(t)j + Z 10 jvs(s; t)j ds:



16 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANEquation (4.4) yields(4.15) Z t0 n̂(0; � )v0(� ) d�= Z t0 �v0t(� )Z 10 �(s)v(s; � ) ds + v0(� )n1(� ) + v0(� )Z 10 f(s; � ) ds� d�� v0(t)Z 10 �(s)v(s; t) ds + v0(0)Z 10 �(s)�v(s) ds:Now we use the estimates(4.16) ����Z t0 v0t(� )Z 10 �(s)v(s; � ) ds d� ����� Z t0 (�2 v0t(� )2 + 12� �Z 10 �(s)v(s; � ) ds�2) d� � C(t) + Z t0 K(� ) d�;(4.17) ����v0(t)Z 10 �(s)v(s; t) ds���� � �2"v0(t)2 + "K(t)and make a suitable choice of " to deduce from (4.6), (4.14){(4.17) that (4.13) againholds, so that K(t) � C(t). We again conclude that the left-hand side of (4.2) isdominated by C(t). �Proof for Problem DD when v0 = v1. We use (4.4) to obtain estimates just likethose for Problem ND. �Now we study problem DD when the length of the rod is allowed to vary. Let Dbe a function satisfying(4.18) D(� ) � jv1(� )� v0(� )j:We introduce D with an inequality because we shall later impose restrictions on D,e.g., that it be decreasing, that would be unduly restrictive were they imposed onjv1 � v0j itself.We can now use (4.3) and (2.3) to dominate the last term of (4.6) with(4.19) ����Z t0 [v1(� )� v0(� )]Z 10 n�s; u(s; � ); vs(s; � )� ds d� ����� Z t0 D(� )Z 10 fj�y(s; u(s; � ))j + j��s; u(s; � ); vs(s; � )�jg ds d�together with other terms that are readily controlled by the methods used above.Since �y(x; y) is much more badly behaved than �(x; y) itself for y small, and since�(x; y; z) is not automatically dominated by a simple term involving z�(x; y; z), weonly get useful energy estimates when �y and � meet further conditions, such asthose embodied in (3.18) and (3.17). This is not surprising: If the material strongly



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 17resists having its length changed, then changing its length against a large resistancemight cause the generation of so much work that the right-hand side of (4.6) cannotbe controlled. We show how (3.17) and (3.18) a�ect (4.19) in Section 6.The following simple example is illuminating. Suppose that f = 0 and that nx = 0. Then(4.20) u(s; t) = 1 � t; v(s; t) = �sde�nes a solution of (2.5), (2.6) satisfying the initial conditions u(s; 0) = 1, v(s; 0) = �s, andboundary conditions v(0; t) = 0, v(1; t) = �1. This solution corresponds to a total compression attime t = 1. Note that, as a function of t, the second boundary condition is ostensibly innocuous.Thus we cannot expect to extend Proposition 4.7 without further restrictions. Note that for thisexample we could replace the second boundary condition with the \equivalent" condition thatn̂(1; t) = n(1; 1 � t;�1), which becomes in�nite as t % 1 provided that (3.5) holds. Clearly thisboundary condition is not innocuous; it violates the boundedness imposed on n1 in (2.7).5. Pointwise Lower Bounds on the Strains for Problems NN and NDWe now establish strengthened versions of (2.1) for Problems ND and NN, andaccordingly assume that the boundary condition (2.7b) holds. As was suggestedin the comments at the end of Section 4, Problem DD requires special treatment,which we postpone to the next section. In contrast to the development of Section4, we give a primary role to an equation related to (4.4), and a subsidiary role tothe energy estimate.The existence theory of Section 8 shows that if the data are su�ciently regular,then so is the solution as long as it exists. We accordingly assume that u is contin-uous. We suppose that n satis�es (3.4) and Hypothesis 3.7 and that mins �u(s) > 0.Then without loss of generality we may choose the number y� introduced in (3.4)and in Hypothesis 3.7 so that y� � 1 and(5.1) y� � mins �u(s):We shall show that u(s; t) is positive for all s, t, and in certain cases that it hasa positive lower bound. Of course it su�ces for us to prove this result only forthose (s; t) for which u(s; t) < y�. Thus suppose that there is a point (�; !) suchthat u(�; !) < y�. If � = 0, then the continuity of u enables us to show that thereis a � > 0 with the same property. Since u is continuous, there is a # 2 (0; !)such that u(�; #) = y�, u(�; t) < y� for # < t � !. It then follows from (3.4) that�y��; u(�; t)� < 0 for # < t < !. We integrate (2.6) over [0; �]� [#; t] and use (2.5)and (3.7b) to obtain(5.2)Z �0 �(s)v(s; � ) ds�����=t�=# = Z t# n�s; u(s; � ); vs(s; � )� d� ����s=�s=0 + Z t# Z �0 f(s; � ) ds d�� �Z t#  0(u(�; � ))ut(�; � ) d� +MZ t#  (u(�; � )) d� +A(t� #) �Z t# n0(� ) d� + C(t)�  �u(�; #)� �  �u(�; t)�+M Z t#  (u(�; � )) d� + C(t)for all t 2 [#; !]. Proposition 4.7 implies that(5.3) �����Z �0 �v ds����� �sZ �0 � dssZ �0 �v2 ds � C(!)



18 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANfor all t 2 [#; !]. The C(!) in (5.3) can be replaced with a constantM if f = 0 andif the applicable right-hand sides of (2.7) are independent of t. Inequalities (5.2)and (5.3) yield(5.4)  (u(�; t)) �  (y�) +M Z t#  �u(�; � )� d� + C(t)for all t 2 [#; !]. It follows from the Gronwall inequality that(5.5a)  �u(�; !)� � C(!);so that (3.7a) gives(5.5b) u(�; !) � c(!):(The continuity of u ensures that (5.4) holds for � = 0.) Thus we obtain thepointwise bound(5.5c) u(s; t) � c(t) 8 (s; t) 2 Q(1):An analogous argument clearly yields (5.5) if (2.7d) holds. In summary, we have5.6. Theorem. Let u be continuous, let n satisfy Hypothesis 3.7, and let �u beeverywhere positive. Then (5.5) holds for Problems ND and NN. If a = 0, K = 0,f = 0 and if the applicable right-hand sides of (2.7) are independent of t, then thelower bound for u given in (5.5) is independent of t.Note that this result is valid whether or not (3.6) holds. It is interesting to ob-serve that for static one-dimensional problems, the preclusion of total compressioncan be achieved by using (3.6) alone. In Section 10 we show that a condition like(3.6) precludes total compression for the dynamical hyperbolic problem in whichthere is no dissipation.We likewise obtain5.7. Theorem. Let u be continuous, let n satisfy Hypothesis 3.19, and let �u beeverywhere positive. Then(5.8) u(s; t) � C(t) 8 (s; t) 2 Q(1)for Problems ND and NN. If Hypothesis 3.19 holds with a = 0, K=0, if f = 0,and if the applicable right-hand sides of (2.7) are independent of t, then the upperbound for u given in (6.4) is independent of t.6. Pointwise Lower Bounds on the Strains for Problem DDWe now handle the di�cult ProblemDD by supplementing the basic assumptionsused in Section 5 with Hypotheses 3.17 and 3.18. We again assume that u iscontinuous. Here we show that extreme compression is precluded for �nite time byobtaining an upper bound for(6.1) � (t) := maxf �u(s; � )� : 0 � s � 1; 0 � � � tg



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 19that depends only on the data. Our chief aim in this section is to demonstrate thee�cacy of Hypotheses 3.17 and 3.18, which exhibit a subtle interaction betweenelasticity and viscosity at extreme compression and extension.Let y� be chosen to satisfy (5.1). We need only consider the case in which(6.2) � (!) =  �u(�; !)� with 0 < u(�; !) < y�:(Were there no such (�; !), we would have u � y�.) We de�ne # just as in theremarks following (5.1). Then by (3.7) and (4.3) we obtain(6.3)� (t) =  (y�) + Z t#  0�u(�; � )�ut(�; � ) d��  (y�) +M Z t#  �u(�; � )� d� +A(t � �) � Z t# n��; u(�; � ); vs(�; � )� d�=  (y�) +M Z t#  �u(�; � )� d� +A(t � �) � Z t# Z 10 � (�; s)�(s)vt(s; � ) ds d�� Z t# Z 10 n�s; u(s; � ); vs(s; � )� ds d� + Z t# Z 10 � (�; s)f(s; � ) ds d�� C(t) +M Z t0 � (� ) d� +M max�2[0;t]K(� )+ Z t0 Z 10 ����s; u(s; � ); vs(s; � )��� ds d� + Z t0 Z 10 ���y�s; u(s; � )��� ds d�for all t 2 (#; !), and a fortiori, by the de�nition of � , for all t 2 [0; !].Let us set(6.4)Q1(!) := f(s; t) 2 Q(!) : jvs(s; t)j � 1="g � f(s; t) 2 Q(t) : j�j � "�vs(s; t)g;Q2(!) := f(s; t) 2 Q(!) : jvs(s; t)j < 1="; u(s; t) 2 [y�; y�]g� f(s; t) 2 Q(t) : j�j �M("; !)g;Q3(!) := f(s; t) 2 Q(!) : jvs(s; t)j < 1="; u(s; t) 2 (0; y�) [ (y�;1)g� f(s; t) 2 Q(!) : (3.17) holds with (x; y; z) = (s; u(s; t); vs(s; t))g:Then (3.13), (3.17), and (3.18) imply that(6.5) Z t0 Z 10 j�(s; u; vs)j ds d�� "ZQ1(t) �(s; u; vs)vs ds d� +M ZQ2(t) ds d�+M ZQ3(t) � (u)�[�(s; u; vs)vs]� + 1	 ds d�� "W (t) +Mt + C(t) � (t)�W (t)� ;(6.6) Z t0 Z 10 j�y(s; u)j ds d� �M Z t0 [1 + � (� )]Z 10 [1 + �(s; u)�] ds d��M Z t0 [1 + �  ] �1 + ��� d�:



20 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANLet us �rst examine the case in which D = 0. We take � = 1,  = 1 in (3.18).Then using (6.5), (6.6), and Proposition 4.7, we deduce from (6.3) that(6.7) � (t) � C(t) + C(t)Z t0 � d� +C(t) � (t)�:Let E be the set of t 2 [0; !] for which C(t) + C(t) R t0 � (� ) d� � C(t) � (t)�. OnE, inequality (6.7) reduces to � (t) � 2C(t) � (t)�, so that � (t) � C(t) on E. On[0; !] n E,(6.8) � (t) � 2C(t) + 2C(t)Z t0 � d�:But the bounds we have already obtained on E enable us to deduce from (6.7) that(6.8) holds on [0; !]. We apply the Gronwall inequality to (6.8) to conclude that� (!) � C(!). Thus6.9. Theorem. Let u be continuous, let n satisfy Hypotheses 3.19 and 3.18 with� = 1 = , and let �u be everywhere positive. For Problem DD with v1 = v0,inequality (5.5) holds.Now let us study the problem with boundary conditions (2.7a,c) with v1 6= v0.We assume that t 7! D(t) is decreasing and that R t0 D(� ) d� is bounded. Weshall obtain further restrictions on D that ensure that (5.5c) holds. For the sakeof simplicity of exposition we express these restrictions in terms of the catch-allconstant M and the catch-all function C. A meticulous and boring analysis wouldenable us to express the crucial bounds on D in terms of speci�c properties of thedata. Our purpose is not to exhibit sharp bounds, but rather to indicate the kindsof constitutive assumptions that su�ce to deliver reasonable bounds preventingtotal compression.Throughout our analysis we use without comment the standard inequalities(6.10) (x + y)� � x� + y� for x > 0; y > 0; 0 < � < 1;xp � 1 + xp+q for x > 0; p > 0; q > 0;x�y1�� � �x + (1� �)y for 0 < � < 1:For notational simplicity we let � and � denote positive exponents, whose meaning,like that of M , can change in each appearance. In every instance, however, theycan be expressed in terms of constitutive parameters.We set(6.11) ��(t) := maxf�(� ) : 0 � � � tg; 	(t) := Z t0 � (� ) d�;Q(t) := Z t0 D(� ) � (� ) d�; �(t) := Z t0 D(� ) d�:



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 21The relevant version of the energy inequality, coming from (4.6), (4.19), and from(3.17), (3.18) via estimates like (6.5), (6.6) has the form(6.12a) K(t) + �(t) +W (t)� C(t) +Z t0D(� )Z 10 fj�y(s; u)j+ j�(s; u; vs)jg ds d� +M Z t0 K d�� C(t) +MB(t) + "Z t0 Z 10 D�(s; u; vs)vs ds d�+MZ t0 Z 10 D � �[�(s; u; vs)vs]� ds d� +M Z t0 Kd�� C(t) +MB(t) + "D(0)W (t) +MH(t)1��W (t)� +M Z t0 Kd�for all t 2 [0; !], where(6.12b,c) B(t) := Z t0 D[ �  + �� + � ��] d�; H(t) := Z t0 [D � �]1=(1��) ds d�:We now choose the " introduced in Hypothesis 3.17 so that "D(0) < 1. Then(6.12a) holds without the term "D(0)W (t) appearing on the extreme right-handside. We now treat W in (6.12a) just as we treated � in (6.7), (6.8), obtaining(6.13) K(t) + �(t) +W (t) � C(t) +MB(t) +MH(t) +M Z t0 Kd�for all t 2 [0; !]. Estimating B by the H�older inequalitywe obtain from (6.13) that(6.14) �(t) � C(t) +M�(t)1�Q(t) +M ��(t)� [�(t) +�(t)1�Q(t) ]+MH(t) +M Z t0 Kd�:We replace t on the right-hand side of (6.14) by any number r exceeding t. It followsthat (6.14) holds for all t and r with t � r � !. We can now take the maximumof the left-hand side 0f (6.14) over t 2 [0; r]. Replacing r with t we recover (6.14)with its left-hand side replaced by ��(t). We now treat �� in this version of (6.14)just as we treated � in (6.7), (6.8), obtaining(6.15) �(t) � C(t) +M�(t)1�Q(t) +M [�(t) +�(t)1�Q(t) ]1=(1��)+MH(t) +M Z t0 Kd�;which we substitute into (6.13) to obtain(6.16)K(t) + �(t) +W (t) � C(t) +M�(t)1�Q(t) +M [�(t) +�(t)1�Q(t) ]1=(1��)+MH(t) +M Z t0 Kd�:



22 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANThus(6.17) K(t) � C(t) +M�(t)�Q(t)� +MH(t) +MZ t0 Kd�for all t 2 [0; !]. We use the Gronwall inequality to obtain an estimate for K interms of the other variables in this inequality, and substitute this estimate into(6.16) to get(6.18) K(t) + �(t) +W (t) � C(t)[1 +�(t)�Q(t)� +H(t)]:Let � be any number satisfying 0 < � < minf1; �1��g, and set 11���� = �+1��.Then the integrand of H equals D�D1��(D � )� � � where � = �1�� � �. Thus(6.19) H � D(0)� � (t)��(t)1��Q(t)�:We substitute (6.19) into (6.18), substitute the resulting (6.18) into (6.5) and (6.6),and �nally substitute the resulting (6.5) and (6.6) into the rightmost term of (6.3)to obtain(6.20) � � C �1 + 	 +��Q� + (1 +��Q�) � ��for 0 � t � ! where � := maxf�; �; � + ��;  + ��g. We now require that � < 1,which is ensured by(6.21) � < 1� �2;  + ��1� � < 1 + �:Note that these inequalities are compatible with the discussion in the paragraphpreceding Hypothesis 3.17. Since 0 < � < 1 we can once again use the methodleading to (6.8) to obtain(6.22) � � C [1 + 	 +��Q� ] :Thus(6.23) Q0 � CD [1 + 	 +��Q� ] � C [1 +Q +D��Q� ]since D is decreasing. We substitute(6.24) 1 +Q(t) = R(t) exp�Z t0 C(� ) d��into (6.23) to obtain(6.25)R(t)��R0(t) � C(t)D(t)�(t)� exp�(� � 1)Z t0 C(� ) d�� := C1(t)D(t)�(t)� :We integrate (6.25) from 0 to t. Since R 7! J(R) := RR1 r�� dr is an increasingfunction on [1;1), it follows from the integral of (6.25) that R(t) � C(t) if(6.26) Z 10 C1(t)D(t)�(t)� dt < J(1):It then follows that Q is bounded. We substitute this bound into (6.22) and applythe Gronwall inequality to deduce that 	 and � are bounded. Thus we have proved
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Figure 7.1. A possible graph of u(�; �).6.27. Theorem. Let u be continuous, let n satisfy Hypotheses 3.7, 3.17, and 3.18with �;  < 1 and with (6.21) holding, and let �u be everywhere positive. Let theboundary conditions (2.7a,c) hold. Let t 7! D(t) be decreasing. If (6.26) holds,then (5.5c) holds, and K(t) + �(t) +W (t) � C(t).Note that the choice of the origin of time is arbitrary. Thus, if u is known tohave a positive lower bound for 0 � t � t0, then Theorem 6.27 holds with the lowerlimit of integration 0 in (6.26) replaced with t0.7. Pointwise Lower Bounds on theStrains under Weaker HypothesesWe now study the question of total compression when Hypothesis 3.9 replacesHypothesis 3.7. In Figure 7.1 we sketch a possible graph of u(�; �) on the interval[#; !], de�ned at the beginning of Section 5. To �x ideas, consider the Problem NNor ND with M = 0. Suppose that (3.7b) holds only for y � y� and z � 0. Whatprevents us from carrying out the procedures of Section 5?Let �; #; ! be de�ned as in the beginning of Section 5. On the intervals (#; !1),(#2; !2), etc., on which u(�; �) is decreasing, we obtain, just as in Section 5, that (u(�; !1)) �  (y�)+C(!1),  (u(�; !2)) �  (u(�; #2))+C(!2), etc. Since u(�; #2) >u(�; !1), we have  (u(�; #2)) �  (u(�; !1), and therefore,  (u(�; !2)) �  (y�) +C(!1) + C(!2), etc. Thus we would �nd that  (u(�; !)) � C(!) and that (5.5c)would hold provided that u(�; �) does not have an in�nite number of oscillations on[#; !], or, more generally, that the series C(!1) +C(!2) + � � � converges.We could alternatively demonstrate (5.5c) if each local maximum u(�; #k) ofu(�; �) were to exceed the threshold y�. Indeed, we could then identify each #kwith the # of Sections 5 and 6 and thereby construct the requisite bounds. Weshall actually use Hypothesis 3.9 to construct a new threshold y�, denoted y��, forwhich a variant of this idea can be exploited. Moreover, our approach also deliversa demonstration of a version of the desideratum discussed in the last paragraph,namely, that the number of \bad" oscillations is locally �nite.
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Figure 7.2. A dangerous trajectory of u(�; �) in the (y; z)-phase plane.Our strategy for overcoming the obstacles associated with Figure 7.1 is to studythe trajectory of t 7! (u(�; t); ut(�; t)) in the (y; z)-phase plane shown in Figure 7.2.(On the basis of the existence theory of Section 9, we may suppose that u and utare continuous.) We use Hypothesis 3.9 and the properties of the phase plane tocontrol where this trajectory can go.Condition (5.1) ensures that this trajectory starts in the half plane y > y�. Sincetrajectories move the the right for z > 0 and to the left for z < 0, we might aswell assume that there is a (�; #) such that u(�; #) = y�, and that u(�; t) < y� andut(�; t) � 0 for t in some interval of the form (#; !). (Otherwise there would benothing to prove.) Let !1 be the supremum of such !'s. We set U(t) := u(�; t).Either !1 = 1, in which case the developments of Sections 5 and 6 show thatwe are done, or else these same developments show that U(!1) � c(!1) > 0,Ut(!1) = 0, and the trajectory penetrates the region(7.3) y � y�; z > 0; n(x; y; z) � n�;Since trajectories move to the right in this region, and since Hypothesis 3.9 ensuresthat (3.7a) holds, we deduce that U(t) � c(!1) > 0 as long as the trajectory liesin the region (7.3). The trajectory can leave the region (7.3) only by piercing oneof the boundaries y = y�, z = 0, n(x; y; z) = n�. If it leaves through y = y�,then we can repeat the analysis just given. If it leaves through z = 0, then thedevelopments of Sections 5 and 6 and the geometry of the phase plane show thatthe bound U(t) � c(t) > 0 holds as long as the trajectory does not pierce the linen = n�, because Hypothesis (3.9) requires that (3.7b) hold for z � 1 and that(3.7b) with M = 0 hold on (3.10c). The only di�culty is in the third alternative,in which the trajectory leaves the region (7.3) through n(x; y; z) = n�, as shownin Figure 7.2. We term such a trajectory dangerous. The momentum a dangeroustrajectory builds up above the region (7.3) could conceivably carry it across thesegment z = 0, y < y� and to the boundary y = 0. We now show how Hypothesis3.9 can prevent this total compression.Now for a trajectory that enters the region (7.3) across the line z = 0 to leave



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 25this region through n(x; y; z) = n�, it must cross the strip (3.11c):(7.4) y � y�; 1 � z; n�� � n(x; y; z) � n�;which is shaded in Fig. 3.8. In particular, there must be an interval [t1; t2] suchthat n(�; U(t1); Ut(t1)) = n��, n�� � n(�; U(t); Ut(t)) � n� for t1 � t � t2,n(�; U(t2); Ut(t2)) = n�. Since trajectories move to the right in region (7.4), itfollows that u1 � U(t1) < u2 � U(t2).Let us set(7.5) 
(t) := �Z tt1 �y(�; U(� )) d�; �+ := A+ + n��; �� := A� + n�;
+(t) := 
(t) + �+(t� t1); 
�(t) := 
(t) + ��(t� t1):We assume that 0 < �+ < �� . We use (3.10) and (3.11) to deduce that �(U(t)) �  �(u1) �
� (t);(7.6)  +(U(t)) �  +(u1)�
+(t):(7.7)for t1 � t � t2. The properties of  + and � ensure thatU(t) �  �1+ � +(u1) �
+(t)� ;(7.8) 
0+(t) = ��y(U(t)) + �+ � ��y � �1+ � +(u1)�
+(t)��+ �+ :(7.9)We de�ne the function F to be the integral of(7.10) F 0(�) := 1��y � �1+ (�)�+ �+ > 0:Setting(7.11) � :=  +(u1)�
+(t2);we integrate (7.9) over (t1; t2) to obtain(7.12) F � +(u1)� � F (�)+ t2� t1 = F �� + F�1 (F (�) + t2 � t1)� F�1 (F (�))� :Using the fact that F is increasing, the Mean Value Theorem, and the fact that��y � �1+ (�)� is increasing, we obtain(7.13)  +(u1) � � + F�1 (F (�) + t2 � t1)� F�1 (F (�))= � + (t2 � t1)Z 10 h��y � �1+ (F (�) + �(t2 � t1))�+ �+i d�� � + (t2 � t1) h��y � �1+ (F (�) + (t2 � t1))�+ �+i :



26 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANUsing (7.11), (7.5), and (7.6), we deduce from (7.13) that(7.14)  �(u1) �  � (u2) + (t2 � t1) h��y � �1+ (F (�) + (t2 � t1))�+ ��i :Since z > 1 when (7.4) holds, it follows that Ut � 1 on [t1; t2], so that t2 � t1 �u2 � u1 � y�. Thus (7.11) implies that(7.15) F (�) + t2 � t1 � F ( + (y�)) + y�:We then obtain from (7.14) that(7.16) �(u1) �  � (u2) + �(u2 � u1); � := h��y � �1+ �F ( +(y�)) + y���+ ��i :Since  � is convex, we obtain from (7.16) that(7.17)  0� (u2) �  �(u2) �  �(u1)u2 � u1 �  0�(u1) � ��:Thus there is a number y�� > 0 such that u2 � y��. Note that y�� depends only onthe constitutive restrictions and on the initial value of U through the choice of y�.Let us now repeat our discussion of the trajectory of (U(�); Ut(�)), but with y��replacing y�, except in (7.15) and (7.16). We again �nd that either U(t) is positivefor all �nite t, or else, after time t2 this trajectory passes through the region z < 0and at a later time t3 satis�es n(�; U(t3); Ut(t3)) = n�, U(t3) � y��. Moreover,in the latter case, there must be a time interval (�1; �2) such that Ut(�1) = 0,Ut(t) > 0 and n(�; U(t); Ut(t)) < n� for t 2 (�1; �2), U(�2) = y��. If U(�1) � 12y��,then Ut(t) � supxfz : n(x; y; z) = n�; 12y�� � y � y��g for t 2 (�1; �2), so that�2 � �1 has a positive lower bound depending only on y��. From our discussion ofFigure 7.1 then follows7.18. Theorem. Let u and ut be continuous, let n satisfy Hypothesis 3.9 with0 < �+ < ��, and for Problem DD let the hypotheses of Theorem 6.27 also hold.Then for each problem the pointwise lower bound (5.5c) holds.8. A Priori EstimatesIn this section we use the bounds for u obtained in Sections 5{7 to derive apriori estimates for the L2-norms of vt(�; t), vss(�; t), and vst. These will be usedin Section 9 to prove the actual existence of a solution to our problem. At certainstages we use Hypothesis 3.21 in imitation of Dafermos's [13] use of (1.5b) toobtain estimates for Problem NN, which was the only problem he treated. Ourexistence theory, however, is quite di�erent from his. (As we mentioned in Section 3,Hypothesis 3.21 su�ers from none of the objections to (1.5b).) Alternatively, at leastfor Problem NN, we could follow the approach of Dafermos exactly. In particular,if we employ Hypothesis 3.20, which is more restrictive than (3.21), in place ofHypothesis 3.19, then his methods also deliver an upper bound for u. We do notpursue his approach, however, because it requires major modi�cations to handleother boundary conditions and because our methods seem more readily applicableto more complicated problems.



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 27Notation. Throughout this and the next section, T is a �xed, arbitrary positivenumber. We denote the norm on a Banach space X by k � kX, but omit the subscriptfor the norm on L2(0; 1). If X is a Banach space of functions on the interval (0; 1)and if Y is a Banach space of real-valued functions on the interval [0; T ], then wedenote by Y(! X) the Banach space of measurable mappings [0; T ] 3 t 7! w(t) 2 Xwith norm kt 7! kw(t)kXkY. In particular, a norm of w in L2(! H1(0; 1)) iskwkL2(!H1(0;1)) =sZ T0 Z 10 [w(s; t)2 +ws(s; t)2] ds dt:Let W denote the subspace of H1(0; 1) consisting of functions that vanish inthe sense of trace at 0 if (2.7a) holds, and that vanish in the sense of trace at 1 if(2.7b) holds. Let (�; �) be the inner product on L2(0; 1). Let W� be the space dualto W with the duality pairing h�; �i between W� and W pivoted on L2(0; 1). Thush';!i = (';!) when ' 2 L2(0; 1) and ! 2W.Let(8.1) �0 := � 0 if (2.7a) holds,1 if (2.7b) holds, �1 := � 0 if (2.7c) holds,1 if (2.7d) holds.(8.2) a(s; t) := [(1� s)(1 � �0)v0(t) + s(1 � �1)v1(t)]:Thus (2.7) implies that if v(�; t) 2 H1(0; 1), then(8.3) v](�; t) := v(�; t)� a(�; t) 2W:We now suppose throughout this and the following section that upper and lowerpointwise bounds on u, of the sort derived in Sections 5{7, are available. Thus(8.4) 0 < C(t)�1 � u(s; t) < C(t)for all s 2 [0; 1] and all t > 0. Under Hypothesis 3.21 (which is weaker than Hypoth-esis 3.20) we then get a priori estimates for kvt(�; t)k, kvss(�; t)k, and kvstkL2(Q(T )),which must be satis�ed by a su�ciently regular solution of our problem.We assume that ft 2 L2(!W�);(8.5) v0tt; v1tt; n0t; n1t 2 L2(0; T ):(8.6)Thus att(s; �) 2 L2(0; T ) for each s.Formally di�erentiating (2.6) with respect to t and using (2.5) and (8.3), weobtain(8.7) �v]tt = [�zvts + nyvs]s + ft � �att:



28 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANMultiplying (8.7) by 2v]t and integrating the result by parts with respect to s weobtain:(8.8)�kp�v]tk2�t = �2Z 10 v]ts(�zvts + nyvs) ds + 2hft; v]t i � 2(�att; v]t ) + 2[b1(t) � b0(t)]where(8.9) b0(t) := v]t(0; t)n�0; u(0; t); vs(0; t)�t; b1(t) := v]t(1; t)n�1; u(1; t); vs(1; t)�t:We use the brackets for the action of ft rather than parentheses because we do notrestrict ft to L2(Q(T )). (We justify these formal procedures at the end of Section9.)Now for any � > 0 we have(8.10) �2(�att; v]t ) � kp�attk2 + kp�v]tk2;2hft; v]t i � kftkW�kv]tkW � 1� kftk2W� + �kv]tk2W;kv]tk2W = kv]tk2 + kv]tsk2 � kp�v]tk2min � + 1m Z 10 �zv]ts2 ds:We take � 2 (0;m). From (8.8) and (3.21) it then follows that(8.11) �kp�v]tk2�t + (2 � �m )Z 10 �zvts2 ds� Z 10 �zvts2 ds + �(C(T ))kvsk2 +�1 + �min �� kp�vtk2+ kp�attk2 + 1� kftk2W� + 2ats Z 10 (�zvts + nyvs) ds + 2[b1(t) � b0(t)];so that(8.12) G(t) := kp�vt(�; t)k2 + (1� �m )Z t0 Z 10 �zvts2 ds d�� kp�vt(�; 0)k2 + �(C(T ))Z T0 kvsk2 d� +M Z t0 kp�vtk2 d� + C(T )+ 2Z t0 [(1� �1)v1t � (1 � �0)v0t]Z 10 (�zvts + nyvs) ds d� + 2Z t0 (b1 � b0) d�for t � T . We assume that(8.13) kp�vt(�; 0)k2 = ns(�; �u; �vs) + f(�; 0)p� 2 �M;



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 29(cf. (2.6)). It follows from (3.1) and from either Proposition 4.7 or Theorem 6.27that �(C(T )) R T0 kvsk2 d� � C(T ). Thus the �rst three terms on the right-handside of (8.12) are bounded. If we can show that there are "; � 2 [0; 1) such that(8.14) Z t0 [(1� �1)v1t � (1� �0)v0t]Z 10 (�zvts + nyvs) ds d� + Z t0 (b1 � b0) d�� "G+ C(T ) �1 +G� + Z t0 G(� ) d�� ;then we can use a modi�cation of the Gronwall inequality to bound G on [0; T ].We would thus have bounds for vt in L1(! L2(0; 1)) and in L2(! H1(0; 1)),which are critical for our subsequent analysis. We now establish (8.14) by di�erentmethods for each of the three classes of boundary conditions we are considering.Our treatment of the left-hand side of (8.14) parallels that of the boundary powerin Section 4. (We could also carry out the treatment of Section 4 by using (8.3).)Problem NN (�0 = 1 = �1). Integrating the inequality jvt(s; t)j � jvt(�; t)j +���R 10 jvts(�; t)j d���� with respect to � over (0; 1), using the Cauchy-Bunyakovski��-Schwarz inequality, and �nally using (3.1) we obtain(8.15) jv]t (s; t)j = jvt(s; t)j � kvtk+ kvtsk � kp�vtkminfp�g + 1pm �Z 10 �zvts2 ds�1=2 :Since a = 0, conditions (2.7b,d) and (8.9) imply that (8.14) holds with " = 0, � = 0.Problem ND. We study (2.7b,c), so that �0 = 1; �1 = 0 The left-hand side of (8.14)reduces to R t0 v1t R 10 (�zvts + nyvs) ds d� � R t0 vt(0; t)n0t d� , which is dominated byC(T )[1 + RQ(t)(�zvts + nyvs) ds d� ] by virtue of by (8.15). Now(8.16) ZQ(t)(p�zvs + �zvst) ds d��sZQ(t) �zvs2 ds d� +sZQ(t) �z ds d�sZQ(t) �zvst2 ds d��pW (t) +MsZQ(t) �z ds d�pG(t):By Proposition 4.7, W � C(T ). Wherever jvsj � 1, our bounds on u ensure that�z � C(T ). Elsewhere, �z � �zvs2. Thus the right-hand side of (8.16) is dominatedby C(T )[1 +pG(t)], and (8.14) holds with " = 0 and � = 12 .Problem DD (�0 = 0 = �1). The left-hand side of (8.14) here reduces to R t0 (v1t �v0t) R 10 (�zvts+nyvs) ds d� , which is treated exactly as in Problem ND, except thatProposition 6.27 is used in place of Proposition 4.7. Note that if v0t = v1t, thenthe left-hand side of (8.14) is 0.We summarize these results:



30 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMAN8.17. Proposition. Let T be any positive number and let (u; v) be a solution of(2.5){(2.9) on Q(T ) that is smooth enough for the time integral of (8.8) to makesense, for u to be continuous, and for (8.4) to hold. Let (3.1), (8.5), (8.6), (8.13)hold. Let Hypothesis 3.20 hold or let u < C(T ) and Hypothesis 3.21 hold. ThenG < C(T ). This C(T ) depends only on T , the constitutive functions, and thebounds for the data.To proceed further, we invoke Hypothesis 3.22, which we shall use in conjunctionwith the following estimate, obtained just as in (8.15):(8.18) jvs(s; t)j � kvsk+ 1p3m �Z 10 �zvss2 ds�1=2 :8.19. Corollary. Let Hypothesis 3.22 and the hypotheses of Proposition 8.17hold. Let �us 2 L2(0; 1). If nx 6= 0, let u < C(T ). Then(8.19) mkvssk2 � Z 10 �zvss2 ds < C(T )for t � T .Proof. Since �zvss = �vt � f � nx � nyus and us(s; t) = �us(s) + R t0 vss(s; � ) d� , itfollows from (3.1), (3.20) or (3.21), (3.22), (8.18) that(8.20)�zvss2 = (p�zvss) 1p�z (�vt � f � nx � nyus)� 12�zvss2 + 12 � 1pm (�jvtj+ jf j + jnxj) +p��j�usj+ Z t0 jvssj d���2 :Thus (3.22), (8.18) yield(8.21) �zvss2 � 6m "�vt2 + f2 + C(T ) + C(T )�Z 10 �zvss2 ds�p=2#+ 4� ��us2 + T Z t0 vss2 d�� :Integrating (8.21) with respect to s over (0; 1) and using the bound on k�vtk2 givenby Proposition 8.17, we obtain(8.22) Z 10 �zvss2 ds � C(T )"1 +�Z 10 �zvss2 ds�p=2 + Z t0 Z 10 �zvss2 ds d�# :We obtain the desired bound by using a version of the Gronwall inequality. �In our next step we make use of the following result proved independently in[39] and [40]:



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 318.23. Lemma. Let X, Y, Z be Banach spaces of functions with X compactlyembedded in Y and with Y embedded in Z. Let E be a set of functions w forwhich wt lies in a bounded subset of Lp(! Z) with p > 1 and for which w lies in abounded subset of L1(! X). Then E lies in a compact subset of C0(! Y).We can now prove8.24. Corollary of Proposition 8.17. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 8.17and Corollary 8.19 hold. Then u and ut = vs lie in compact subsets of C0(Q(T )),which depend only on T , the constitutive functions, and the bounds for the data.Proof. From (8.18), Corollary 8.19, and the Arzel�a-Ascoli Theorem it follows thatvs(�; t) lies in a �xed compact subset of C0[0; 1]. Proposition 8.17 yields an L2bound on vst. That vs lies in compact subsets of C0(Q(T )) then follows fromLemma 8.23. (We take p = 2 and identify X = H1(0; 1), Y = C0[0; 1], Z = L2(0; 1).Actually, embedding theory allows us to take Y = C0;�[0; 1] with � 2 (0; 12 ), andthereby strengthen this lemma by replacing C0(Q(T )) with C0(! C0;�[0; 1]).) Thecorresponding result for u comes from integrating (2.5) with respect to t. (Notethat this last step gives an upper bound for u in those cases in which such a boundhad not been derived previously as a consequence of Hypothesis 3.19 and in whichthe existence of such a bound is not hypothesized in Proposition 8.17 or Corollary8.19. Thus this bound is valid in certain cases in which Hypothesis 3.20 holds, butHypothesis 3.19 does not.) �9. Global Existence TheorySince we have just shown that there is a C(T ) such that C(T )�1 � u � C(T ),jvsj � C(T ), only the restriction of n(s; �; �) to the corresponding values of thearguments y and z enters our initial-boundary-value problem for t � T . We exploitthis fact in constructing our existence theory. For this �xed C(T ) we �rst de�nethe cut-o� functions [�] and [[�]] by(9.1) [y] := 8><>: �1 if y � �1; if y � ;y otherwise; ; [[z]] := 8><>: � if z � �; if z � ;z otherwisewhere  = 2C(T ). For x 2 [0; 1], y; z 2 R, we de�ne(9.2) N(x; y; z) := �y(x; [y]) + Z z0 �z(x; [y]; [[�]]) d�:Note that N(x; �; �) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous, that Nz � m, and thatN(�; U(�; �); Z(�; �)) 2 L2(Q(T )) if U(�; �); Z(�; �) 2 L2(Q(T )). We now show thatour initial-boundary-value problem in which N replaces n has a su�ciently regularsolution. Since N(x; �; �) agrees with n(x; �; �) for C(T )�1 � y � C(T ), jzj � C(T ),we can identify this solution with that of our original problem.Recall that if V (�; t) 2 H1(0; 1), then(9.3) V (�; t) � a(�; t) 2W:



32 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANLet us de�ne the operator N by(9.4) hN (U(�; t); V (�; t)); �i := Z 10 N(s; U(s; t); Vs(s; t))�s(s) dsfor all � 2 W. By multiplying (2.6) by � 2 W and using the boundary conditionsto integrate the resulting expression by parts over (0; 1), we formally obtain the(spatially) weak form of the momentum equation (2.6) for N :(9.5) h�Vt(�; t); �i + hN (U(�; t); V (�; t)); �i = hf; �i � �0n0(t)�(0) � �1n1(t)�(1)for all � 2W. We supplement this with the integral form of (2.5):(9.6) U(s; t) = �u(s) + Z t0 Vs(s; � ) d�;which is more convenient than the weak form of (2.5).We now prove9.7. Theorem. Let T be a �xed positive number. Let �u; �v 2 H1(0; 1) and ft 2L2(! W�) be prescribed. Let the hypotheses on the initial and boundary datagiven in the compatibility condition (2.10), in Proposition 8.17, and in Corollary8.19 hold. Then there is a unique pair U; V with(9.8) V � a 2 C0(! C1[0; 1]) with (V � a)t 2 L2(!W)satisfying (9.6) and satisfying (9.5) in the sense that(9.9) Z s2s1 �Vt(s; t) ds = N(s; U(s; t); Vs(s; t))����s2s1 + Z s2s1 f(s; t) dsfor almost every s1; s2 2 (0; 1) and for almost every t 2 [0; T ]. Moreover, the initialconditions and boundary conditions are satis�ed pointwise.Proof. Step 1. Galerkin's method. Let f�ig, with 0 � �1 < �2 < � � � , be theeigenvalues, and let f�ig be the corresponding eigenfunctions for the eigenvalueproblem �00+��� = 0 on (0; 1) with homogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann conditionscorresponding to (2.7). We take (��i; �j) = �ij , where �ij is the Kronecker delta,in which case (�is; �js) = �i�ij . Then f�ig is a basis both for W and for L2(0; 1).We seek approximate solutions of (9.5), (9.6) in the form(9.10) ~Uk(s; t) := �u(s) + Z t0 as(s; � ) d� + Uk(s; t); Uk(s; t) := kXi=1 Ui(t)�is(s);~V k(s; t) := a(s; t) + V k(s; t) := a(s; t) + kXi=1 Vi(t)�i(s):



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 33We replace U; V in (9.5), (9.6) with ~Uk; ~V k of (9.10), and replace � with �j toobtain Ujt = Vj ;(9.11a)Vjt � h�V kt ; �ji = �Z 10 N(s; ~Uk(s; t); ~V ks (s; t))�js(s) ds(9.11b) + hf; �ji � Z 10 �at�j ds � �0n0(t)�j (0)� �1n1(t)�j(1)for j = 1; : : : ; k. Motivated by (9.10) we take initial conditions(9.12a,b) �iUi(0) = 0; Vi(0) = (�v � a(�; 0); �i):(For Problem NN, �1 = 0 and �1 is constant. Thus (9.12a) for i = 1 is identicallysatis�ed, which causes no di�culty because U1 does not enter into (9.10).)The properties of N and the hypotheses on the data ensure that the right-handsides of (9.11) satisfy the Carath�eodory conditions. Standard theory of ordinarydi�erential equations then implies that there is a Tk > 0 such that the initial-valueproblem (9.11), (9.12) has an absolutely continuous solution (U1; : : : ; Uk; V1; : : : ; Vk)on [0; Tk]. We now get an energy estimate that will allow us to take Tk = T andto show that there are suitable weakly convergent subsequences of the solutions of(9.11).Step 2. Estimates. We multiply (9.11b) by Vj and sum the resulting expressionfrom j = 1 to j = k to obtain(9.13) 12 ddt Z 10 �(V k)2 ds + Z 10 N(s; ~Uk(s; t); ~V ks (s; t)) ~V ks (s) ds= hf(�; t); V ki � Z 10 �(s)at(s; t)V k(s; t) ds + Z 10 N(s; ~Uk(s; t); ~V ks (s; t))as(s; t) ds� �0n0(t)V k(0; t) � �1n1(t)V k(1; t):We now use the techniques of Section 4, without any of the di�culties associatedwith total compression (which are absent because of the properties of N), to getan energy estimate that implies that(9.14) maxt2[0;T ] kV kk � C(T ); Z T0 Z 10 (V ks )2 ds dt � C(T )where C(T ) is independent of k. The consequent boundedness of U1; : : : ; Uk andof V1; : : : ; Vk enables us to apply the continuation theory for ordinary di�erentialequations to show that solutions exist on the entire interval [0; T ].We now get further a priori estimates. Fix � 2 W with k�kW � 1. Let �,as an element of the space of square-integrable functions with weight �, have theorthogonal projection � onto spanf�1; : : : ; �kg, so that (��; �j ) = (��; �j) for j =



34 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMAN1; : : : ; k, and (��; �j) = 0 for j > k. Since the form of V k ensures that h�V kt ; �i =(�V kt ; �) = (�V kt ; �), we obtain from (9.11b) that(9.15) h�V kt ; �i = �Z 10 N(s; ~Uk(s; t); ~V ks (s; t))�s(s) ds + hf(�; t); �i� Z 10 �(s)at(s; t)�(s) ds � �0n0(t)�(0) � �1n1(t)�(1):By the properties of N , by the Sobolev Embedding Theorem (to control �(0) and�(1)), and by (9.14) we obtain(9.16)jh�V kt ; �ij �Z 10 jN(s; 1; 0)jj�s(s)j ds +Z 10 hjNyjj ~Uk(s; t) � 1j+Nzj ~V ks (s; t)ji j�s(s)j ds+ kf(�; t)kW�k�kW + C(t)k�k+C(t)j�(0)j+ C(t)j�(1)j� C(T ) �1 + kV k(�; t)kW�� k�kW � C(T ) �1 + kV k(�; t)kW�� k�kW:In the second integral of (9.16) the partial derivatives of N are evaluated at inter-mediate values. It then follows from (9.14) that(9.17) kV kt kL2(!W�) � sup� 6=0 jhV kt ; �ijk�kW � C(T ):In the process of deducing (9.16) we demonstrated that(9.18a) kN ( ~Uk(�; t); ~V k(�; t))kW� � C(T ) �1 + kV k(�; t)kW� :Thus (9.14) implies that(9.18b) kN ( ~Uk; ~V k)kL2(!W�) � C(T ):The bounds we have obtained so far would su�ce to give us the existence anduniqueness for the quasilinear parabolic problem (9.5) in which N is independentof y. Our next estimates are used to handle the dependence of N on y. We �rstobserve that the properties of N , the hypotheses on the data, and the absolutecontinuity of the solution to (9.11), (9.12) ensure that the right-hand sides of (9.11)are absolutely continuous with respect to t. Thus the Uj and the Vj have absolutelycontinuous �rst derivatives. We can accordingly di�erentiate (9.11) with respect tot obtaining(9.19)Vjtt � h�V ktt ; �ji =� Z 10 hNy(s; ~Uk; ~V ks ) ~V ks +Nz(s; ~Uk ; ~V ks ) ~V ks i �js ds+ hft; �ji � Z 10 �att�j ds � �0n0t(t)�j (0)� �1n1t(t)�j(1):We multiply (9.19) by Vjt and sum the resulting expression over j to obtain anequation which contains the expression h�V ktt ; V kt i � ddt R 10 �(V kt )2 ds. This equation



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 35is completely analogous to (8.8). By following the techniques leading to Proposition8.17 and Corollary 8.19 we �nd that(9.20a,b,c)maxt2[0;T ] kV kt k � C(T ); Z T0 Z 10 (V kts)2 ds dt � C(T ); maxt2[0;T ] kV kssk � C(T ):Step 3. Convergence. The bounds of (9.14) say that V k is a bounded sequencein C0(! L2(0; 1)) \ L2(! W). The bound (9.17) implies that V k is a boundedsequence in H1(0; T :W�). The bound (9.20a) says that V kt is a bounded sequencein C0(! L2(0; 1)), so that V k is a bounded sequence in C0;1(! L2(0; 1)) � H1(!L2(0; 1)). The bound (9.20b) says that V kst is a bounded sequence in L2(! L2(0; 1)),so that V k is a bounded sequence in H1(! H1(0; 1)). The bound (9.20c) says thatV kss is a bounded sequence in C0(! L2(0; 1)), so that V k is a bounded sequence inL1(! H2(0; 1)) � L2(! H2(0; 1)). Thus(9.21a) V k is a bounded sequence in H1(!W) \ C0(! H2(0; 1)):From (9.21a) and (9.18b), from the weak compactness of reexive Banach spaces,from Alaoglu's Theorem, and from the distributional de�nition of derivatives in thefunction spaces we are using follows the existence of a V with(9.21b) V � a 2 H1(!W) \ C0(! H2(0; 1));of a � 2 L2(! W�), and of a subsequence of fV kg (denoted the same way) suchthat V k * V � a in H1(!W);(9.22a) V k �* V � a in C0(! H2(0; 1));(9.22b) N ( ~Uk; ~V k)* � in L2(!W�):(9.22c)These results induce via (9.10) and (9.11) a corresponding convergence of ~Uk to U .In particular, (9.22a) implies that(9.23) Uk * U � �u� Z t0 as d� in H1(! H1(0; 1));Since H1(! H1(0; 1)) is compactly embedded in L2(Q(T )), we obtain from (9.23)the strong convergence(9.24) Uk ! U � �u� Z t0 as d� i.e., ~Uk ! U in L2(Q(T )):To exploit these convergences in spaces of time-dependent functions, we need touse time-dependent test functions. Let us �x an integer l, let 1 : : : l 2 C1(0; T ),



36 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANand let (s; t) = Pli=1 i(t)�i(s). Such functions  are dense in L2(! W). From(9.11b) we obtain(9.25) Z T0 h�(V kt + at); i dt + Z T0 Z 10 N(s; ~Uk ; ~V ks ) ds dt= Z T0 hf; i dt � Z T0 [�0n0(t)(0; t) + �1n1(t)(1; t)] dtfor all  in L2(! W). Taking the subsequential limit in (9.25), we obtain from(9.22) that(9.26) Z T0 h�Vt; i dt + Z T0 h�; i dt= Z T0 hf; i dt � Z T0 [�0n0(t)(0; t) + �1n1(t)(1; t)] dtfor all  in L2(! W). In particular, if we chose  = i�i, then each integrand in(9.26) has the arbitrary function i as a factor. We can thus use the FundamentalLemma of the Calculus of Variations to obtain(9.27) h�Vt; �i = �h�; �i+ hf; �i � �0n0(t)�(0) � �1n1(t)�(1)for � = �i and therefore for any � 2W.To show that (U; V ) satis�es its partial di�erential equations we must show that� = N (U; V ). Recalling (9.4) we set(9.28) Xk := Z T0 hN ( ~Uk ; ~V k)�N ( ~Uk;  + a); V k � i dtfor  in L2(! W). Since Nz > m, it follows that Xk � 0. In (9.25) we choose = V k to obtain an expression for R T0 hN ( ~Uk ; ~V k); V ki dt, which we substitute into(9.28) to get(9.29) 0 � Xk =12kp�V k(�; 0)k2 � 12kp�V k(�; T )k2+ Z T0 hf; V ki dt� Z T0 Z 10 �atV k ds dt� Z T0 [�0n0(t)V k(0; t) + �1n1(t)V k(1; t)] dt� Z T0 hN ( ~Uk; ~V k); i dt � Z T0 hN (U;  + a); V k � i dt� Z T0 hN ( ~Uk;  + a) �N (U;  + a); V k � i dt:We use (9.12b) to replace V k(�; 0) with Pki=1(�v � as(�; 0); �i)�i, which convergesstrongly to �v � as(�; 0) in L2(0; 1). Now we take the subsequential limit of (9.29)



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 37using (9.22), using the fact that norms are weakly lower semicontinuous, so thatkp�V (�; T )k � lim inf kp�V k(�; T )k, and using (9.24) to show that the last term of(9.29) approaches 0, to obtain(9.30) 0 �12kp�[�v � as(�; 0)]k2 � 12kp�[V (�; T ) � a(�; T )]k2+ Z T0 hf; V � ai dt � Z T0 Z 10 �at(V � a) ds dt� Z T0 f�0n0(t)[V (0; t) � a(0; t)] + �1n1(t)[V (1; t) � a(1; t)]g dt� Z T0 h�; i dt � Z T0 hN (U;  + a); V � a� i dt:Let us now take  = V � a in (9.26). We substitute the resulting equation into(9.30) to obtain(9.31) 0 � Z T0 h��N (U;  + a); V � a� i dt:Choosing  = V � a� �� where � > 0 and � is an arbitrary element of L2(!W�),we obtain from (9.31) that(9.32) 0 � Z T0 h� �N (U; V � ��); �i dt:Let � ! 0. The properties of N allow us to use the Lebesgue Dominated-Conver-gence Theorem to obtain 0 � R T0 h��N (U; V ); �i dt for all �, and this implies that� = N (U; V ), as desired.To prove (9.9) we replace  in (9.26) with� = 8>>>>><>>>>>: 0 for0 � s � s1;(s � s1)=" fors1 � s � s1 + ";1 fors1 + " � s � s2 � ";(s2 � s)=" fors2 � " � s � s2;0 fors2 � s � 1where " is su�ciently small. By using the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence The-orem to take the limit in the resulting form of (9.26) as "! 0 we obtain (9.9).Step 4. Regularity. Note that (9.21b) gives much of the regularity needed tojustify the analysis given at the beginning of this section. Let us identify X, Y,Z of Lemma 8.23 with H2(0; 1), C1[0; 1] \W (or C1;�[0; 1] \W with � 2 (0; 12 )),W. Then Lemma 8.23 and (9.21b) imply that V � a 2 C0(! C1[0; 1] \W). Thisfact ensures that V satis�es whatever Dirichlet conditions are prescribed. Sincev0; v1 2 H1(0; T ), it follows that a 2 C0(! C1[0; 1]), so that V 2 C0(! C1[0; 1]).Thus(9.33) Ut = Vs 2 C0(Q(T )):



38 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANThis and the continuity of �u ensure the continuity of U corresponding to that of u,which was basic for the development in Sections 5 and 6, and ensure the continuityof Ut corresponding to that of ut, which was basic for the development in Section7. Step 5. Initial and Neumann Conditions. We integrate the �rst terms of (9.25)and (9.26) by parts with respect to t, and then subtract the resulting equation. Weget an equation of the form(9.34) ��[V k(�; 0) + a(�; 0) � �V (�; 0)]; � = Rk:Since (9.12b) says that V k(�; 0) + a(�; 0) converges in L2(0; 1) to �v, we can usethe results obtained in Step 4 to take the subsequential limit of (9.34) to show thatRk ! 0 and thus that V (�; 0) = �v. That U satis�es its initial condition is accountedfor by (9.11a) and (9.12a).To handle the Neumann boundary conditions, we integrate the second term of(9.5) by parts with respect to s and substitute (9.9) into the resulting equation tocancel most of its terms. The allowable arbitrariness of � at 0 and 1 gives whateverNeumann conditions are prescribed.Step 6. Uniqueness. We let (U(1); V(1)) and (U(2); V(2)) be two solutions of ourproblem. From (9.26) we then �nd that(9.35)Z T0 h�(V(1)�V(2))t; V(1)�V(2)i dt+Z T0 hN (U(1); V(1))�N (U(2); V(2)); V(1)�V(2)i dt = 0:We follow the techniques of Sections 4 and 8 to obtain an inequality that can behandled by the Gronwall inequality to yield that (U(1); V(1)) = (U(2); V(2)). �In view of the remarks at the end of the paragraph containing (9.2) we haveproved that our original initial-boundary-value problem has a unique solution withthe indicated regularity.The proof of Theorem 9.7 is roughly modelled on the development of Lions [30, Chap. 2].The chief di�erence is our need to account for elastic response, which causes our equations toform a hyperbolic-parabolic system instead of a parabolic equation. To handle the concomitantdi�culties, we had to obtain the bounds (9.20), leading to (9.24), which would have been otherwiseunnecessary for the existence theory. (We needed these further bounds, however, for our regularitytheory.) The culmination of Lions' treatment is his abstract Theorem 2.1.2, a slightly more generalversion of which is Theorem III.4.2 of [9], which is proved by semigroup methods. We can applythese abstract theorems to our problem for U;V in which U is held �xed, to get a solution V of(9.5) depending on U . We can then use the Contraction Mapping Principle with carefully chosennorms to prove the existence of a unique solution of (9.5), (9.6) under slightly weaker hypothesesthan those used above. We would then have to use our stronger hypotheses to demonstrate therequisite regularity. The approach we used above incorporates the regularity theory more naturallyand e�ciently into the existence theory.10. Pointwise Bounds on the Strains for Elastic BodiesWe now show that for the hyperbolic equations of nonlinear elasticity, for which � = 0, weget pointwise bounds on u under a constitutive restriction like (3.6). To ensure hyperbolicity, weassume that ny(�; �; 0) := �yy > 0. Then (2.5), (2.6) reduces to(10.1) � u�(s)v�t �� 0 1�yy(s; u) 0�� uv�s = � 0�xy(s;u) + f(s; t)� :



ONE{DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR VISCOELASTICITY 39The Riemann invariants for the left-hand side of (10.1) are(10.2) r�(s; t) = v(s; t) � Z u(s;t)1 r �yy(s;y)�(s) dy:They satisfy the partial di�erential equations(10.3) r�t �r �yy�(s) r�s = �xy+f� � p�yy2�2 Z u1 �(s)�yyx(s;y)��s�yy(s;y)p�yy(s;y) dy:Note that our assumptions ensure that we can solve (10.2) uniquely for u and v in terms of r�.It is these representations that we substitute into the right-hand side of (10.3).Now we could use results like those obtained by [19], [34], [35] and others who show howRiemann invariants are controlled in a shock. It is more convenient, however, to exploit an ideaof [46]. Suppose, for simplicity of exposition, that there is no time-dependent forcing, i.e., wetake the right-hand sides of (2.7) and we take f to be independent of t. We extend our boundary-value problem to all space by periodicity, thus obtaining an initial-value problem with periodicinitial data. Now we add "r�ss where " > 0 to the right-hand side of (10.3) to make each of itsequations parabolic. We apply the Maximum Principle (for weakly coupled parabolic systems) tothe resulting equations to get bounds independent of " on the Riemann invariants in terms of theinitial data. In particular,(10.4) Z u(s;t)1 r�yy(s;y)�(s) dy = r�(s; t) � r+(s; t)2 � r�(s; 0) � r+(s; 0)2 > �1provided that �u � m > 0. If �yy(s; �) is not integrable on (0; 1), then u(s; t) � m for all (s; t).This conclusion is almost the same as those coming from the energy estimates of Section 4.It is tempting to try to extend this application of the MaximumPrinciple for a problemwith anarti�cial viscosity, directly to the problems formulated in Section 2, which have natural dissipativemechanisms. To do so, we could treat the governing equation (2.6) as parabolic with u regardedas given. Unfortunately, the nonlinear coupling of elastic with viscous e�ects would cause theapplication of the Maximum Principle to depend on an a priori bound for us, which we do nothave. 11. ConclusionWe have given simple conditions ensuring that there is no total compression.We do not maintain that such conditions are thereby more physically natural thanother conditions, or that blow-up in the equations is always physically unnatural.The analytic di�culties we encountered with the treatment of time-dependentDirichlet conditions to some extent reect the physical di�culties illustrated inexample (4.20). We do not have the physical capacity to impose arbitrary endmotions because some of these can only be maintained by in�nite forces at theends. To deal with this question in a fully satisfactory way, we must use moresophisticated modelling of realistic loading devices (cf. [10]). On the other hand, itis physically easy to observe the motion of the ends. If it is known that the loadingdevice can exert only �nite force, then we get a sharp energy estimate, like that ofProposition 4.7. Indeed, as long as there is a bound on the end forces, we do notrequire the technical analysis of Section 6. A variant of this principle makes it easyto handle the problem in which one end of the rod is �xed and the other is attachedto a tip mass (cf. [5]).In our treatment of problem DD, we imposed conditions on the function D thatare clearly crude: They do not distinguish between large compressional and exten-sional motions. They give yet another illustration, however, of a linkage betweenelasticity and viscosity that su�ces to preclude total compression.



40 S. S. ANTMAN & T. I. SEIDMANAs in many of the references cited in Section 1, we had no need for the convexityof the potential energy. We did, however, use its coercivity.It is clear that our critical Hypothesis 3.7 generalizes the constitutive assumption(1.4) by replacing it with an inequality, which is not required to hold everywhere.The techniques we have used to exploit Hypothesis 3.7 are not, however, thosedeveloped by Kanel' [24] and MacCamy [31]; they actually generalize those in-troduced by Andrews [2] for (1.3). An inequality like (3.7) might admit naturalextensions to systems, generalizing (1.1), that can describe exural motions of rods,whereas it is not evident that (1.4) can be realistically generalized to such systems.Rather than treating our equations as evolution equations in Sobolev spaces, wecould have followed an approach like that of Dafermos [13], who used the Leray-Schauder theory in the setting of H�older spaces. Many of his estimates were basedon the maximumprinciple for parabolic equations, which are e�ectively restricted toscalar equations. Our techniques, not employing these estimates, might be e�ectivefor systems.The heart of our model is the nonlinear interaction between elastic e�ects associ-ated with the stretch ws and viscous e�ects associated with the rate of stretch wst.Our constitutive assumptions prevented these derivatives from being uncoupled.Consequently the existence and regularity proofs were quite delicate. Similar phe-nomena can occur for ordinary di�erential equations in which the e�ects of springforces and dissipative forces are coupled. See [7], [29], [41], [44].Acknowledgment. We are indebted to Hans Engler for a number of helpful com-ments. We are grateful to Gregory Seidman for help in preparing the �gures. Thework of Antman on this paper was supported in part by NSF Grants DMS-90-001777, DMS 930272 and AFOSR-URI Grant 90-0015. The work of Seidman wassupported in part by Grants AFOSR-82-0271 and AFOSR-87-0190.References[1] G. Andrews, \On the Existence and Asymptotic Behavior of Solutions to a Damped NonlinearWave Equation," Heriot-Watt Univ., Thesis, 1979.[2] G. Andrews, \On the existence of solutions to the equation utt = uxxt + �(ux)x.," J. Di�.Eqs.35 (1980), 200{231.[3] G. Andrews & J. M. Ball, \Asymptotic behaviour and changes of phase in one-dimensionalnonlinear viscoelasticity," J. Di�. Eqs.44 (1982), 306{341.[4] S. S. Antman, \A zero-dimensional shock," Quart. Appl. Math.46 (1988), 569{581.[5] S. S. Antman, \The paradoxical asymptotic status of massless springs," SIAM J. Appl. Math.48 (1988), 1319{1334.[6] S. S. Antman& R. Malek-Madani, \Dissipative mechanics," inMetastability and IncompletelyPosed Problems, S. S. Antman, J. L. Erickson, D. Kinderlehrer& I. M�uller, eds., IMA Volumesin Mathematics and Its Applications#3, Springer-Verlag, 1987, 1{16.[7] Z. Artstein & E. Infante, \On the asymptotic stability of oscillators with unboundeddamping,"Quart. Appl. Math.34 (1976), 195{199.[8] J. M. Ball, P. J. Holmes, R. D. James, R. L. Pego & P. J. Swart, \On the dynamics of �nestructure," J. Nonlin. Sci.1 (1991), 17{70.[9] V. Barbu, Nonlinear Semigroups and Di�erential Equations in Banach Spaces, Noordho�,1976.
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